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ABSTRACT 

Mobile Ad Hoc etworks (MANETs) are communication networks in which all nodes 

are mobile and ommunicate with each other via wireless connections. Main aim of 

ET i to e tablish communication route from source node to destination node 

through a ommuni ty of mobile devices that interconnect, interact and collaborate with 

ea h oth r . . -\n important and essential issue for MANET is routing protocol design, 

whi h i- ajor technical challenge due to the dynamism of the network. In this thesis 

\\ the state-of-the-art review and comparison for typical representatives of 

- -":":-'0 rotocols designed for MANET. The performance of ad hoc networks depends on 

--e .:ooperative and trust nature of these devices or nodes. The initiator node has to rely 

- 0 her intermediate nodes to relay the message to the destination node. In this paper, 

propose a trust management scheme for MANET environments, where trust value is 

ut ilized for establishing the communication link between the node that initiates the 

communication (initiator node) and the destination node . We utilize graph theoretic 

approach in our proposed scheme to find the path and we utilize both the direct trust and 

recommendation of the neighboring nodes for computing the trusted communication path. 

By this trust management scheme the highest trusted but minimum routing path is 

achieved from the initiator node to the destination node. Our trust management scheme 

can be included in any efficient routing algorithm to achieve highest trusted but minimum 

routing path from the initiator node to the destination node. 
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INTRODUCTION 

, obile ad hoc networks (MANET) are networks in which routin g is based on multi-hop 

uting from a source to a destination node or nodes. These nodes ge ncratc traffic. to be 

- m 'arded to some other nodes or a gro up of nodes. Due to the dynamic nature of ad hoc 

{\"orks, traditional fi xed network routing protocols are not suitable . These networks have 

ite a many constrains because of uncertainty of radio interface and its limi tatio ns. A lso 

me terminals have I imitations concerning battery energy in Llse. There are numerous 

.:. plicable protocols for ad hoc networks. Each of these protocol s is desi gned to perform its 

. .-:k as well as it is applicable according to its desi gn criteria . The protocol to be chosen must 

~ , er all states of a specified network and never is allowed to consume too much network 

:.ources by protocol overhead traffic. 

, -\ . ETs are a new paradigm of networks, offering unrestricted mobi lity without any 

d rlying infrastructure. An ad-hoc network is a collection of autonomous nodes or 

. li nals that communicate with each oth er by forming a multi-hop radio netvvork and 

:nta ining connectivity in a decentra li zed manner. Each node in a mobile ad-hoc netvvork 

~ {ions both as a host and a router and the control of th e network is distributed among the 

' . Hence, each node has to rely on other nodes in setting up a successful session. Trust 

- .... . an important part in such scenarios. I-Ience an appropriate tru st management scheme is 

~ d to cope with the nature of MANET environment. Trust is a before-security issue in 

o networks. By clarifying the trust relation ship, it will be much eas ier to take proper 

rity measures and make correct decision on any security issues . Van ef o/. in their paper 

uggested that data protection approach, sec ure route selecti on or any other decision 

to security should be based on trust analysis and evaluation among network nodes. 

- ~an be considered as the link between observations (trust evidence). fn our tru st 

_ m nt scheme we utilize the numerical value of trust between the nodes as the 

-ational means to evaluate trust re lationship between entities. It is a common tendency 

. po licy of trusting entities that are trusted by entity that one tru sts. Hence, trust would 

:-opagate through the network and become accorded when one entity can reach another 



~ ti ty via al leasl one trusted path. In our approach we utilize two modes of trust relationship. 

w t way is through direct observation of other nodes' behavior and the second way is 

ro ugh recommendations from other nodes. 

padim itratos and Haas [2] suggested that cryptographic mechanisms can be employed for 

~ 3blishing the trust association in mobile ad hoc networks. But due to the unpredictable and 

l~hly dynamic nature of MANET, it is difficult to establish some type of secret among the 

Je . I--fence trust management between nodes can be done through a central trusted 

,thority or a gro up of nodes acting as certification authorities (CA) to issue membership 

~rlificales [3.4] or require the nodes to issue certificates to each other [5] in order to create a 

~ -of-trust l6]. In the former case. node(s) acting as certification authority could be a 

~ icio us Ilode . Also due to the highly dynamic nature of MANET environment, nodes may 

~~\ e the network and may cause shortage of CAs that can issue certificate shares. While the 

··"'r ass umes that trust is transitive and could potentially cause serious security breaches. In 

approach , the initiator node is responsible for establishing the trust management scheme 

- other nodes in the network. There has been work done on trust computation based on 

'"ra' tions with one-hop physical neighbors [7]. In the approach proposed here, we extend 

:rust evaluation to multi hop distant nodes. 

:'13pt r 2 we described MANET and its characteristics. Section 3 depicts different types 

oj ~ protocols proposed by researchers for MANET envirOllment and comparison of their 

~ crislics . In chapte r 4 we elaborate trust management scheme lor MANI::T environment 

ba~ed on interactions within piconet members i.e one-hop physical neighbors. We 

ou r trust evaluation to multi hop distant nodes . In chapter 5 we present the simulation 

~ult . And finally we conclude and recommend future work in chapter 6. 
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CI-IAPTER 2 

MANET 

- . Introduction 

importance of computers in our dai I y life increases, it also sets new demands for 

tivity. Wired solutions have been around for a long time but there is an increasing 

__ ~land on working through wireless solutions for connecting to the Internet, reading and 

ding E-mail messages, exchanging information in a meeting and so on. There are 

tions to these needs, one being wireless local area network that is based on IEEE 802.11 

:J1dard. However, there is increasing need for connectivity in situations where there is no 

rat ion (i.e. backbone connection) available (for example two or more PDAs need to be 

• '1.J1ected) . Thi s is where ad hoc networks step in . 

. ile Ad Iloc Networks (MANErs) are communication networks in which all nodes are 

ilc and communicate with each other via wireless connections. There is no fix ed 

• -rmcture. All nodcs arc equal and there is no central control or overvievv. 'There are no 

_ :,;nated routers: all nodes can serve as routers for each other. and data packets are 

-"arded from node to node in a multi-hop fashion. A MANET can be useful in all those 

. al ions in which for necessity or other practical or economical reasons no fixed network 

r trLlcture is available. such as mil itary activities in enemy territory, disaster recovery 

erat ions or big confe rence rooms. On the other hand, it is quite clear that in the more 

.:hnologically advanced societies in the near future netwo rking will be pervasive and highly 

_ 'erogeneous: mobile ad hoe networks. body area networks, GSM/GPRS networks, satellite 

• ~\orks. the wired Internet w ill al l be somehow interconnected, creating a sort of gigantic 

. "id mobile ad hoc netvvork. 

2 _. \\ hat is MANET 

Latin. ad hoc means "for this," further meaning "for thi s purpose only." It is a good and 

_ . lematic description of the idea why ad hoc networks are needed. Ad hoc network can be 

"" up anywhere without any need for external infrastructure (like wires or base stations) . 



h yare often mobile and that's why a term MANET is often used when talk ing about 

)b ile Ad hoc NETworks. MANCrs arc often defined as follows: MA ET is an 

1 onomous sys tem of mobile routers (and assoc iated hosts) connected by 'wireless links 

e union or which forms an arbitrary graph. The routers are free to move randomly and 

rganize themse lves arbitrarily; thus, the network's wire less topology may change rapidly 

_T"Jd unpredictably. Such a network may operate in a standalone fashion , or may be connected 

the larger lnternet. The strength of the connection can change rapid ly in time or even 

~i_appear completely. odes can appear, disappear and re-appear as the time goes on and all 

e time the network connections should work between the nodes that are part of it. As one 

: n easily imagine, the situat ion in ad hoc networks with respect to ensuring connect ivity and 

bu tness is much more demanding than in the wired case. A simple structure of MANET is 

10\\"l1 in Figure 2 .1 . 

~ . -~- . -". ..... 
/ " 

/ , 

Source 

/1---~tination . . @\ . I 
/ 

\ 

\ 

\ \ I 

/ 

/ 

". -. -- . -i 
/ 

"'-',-
/ 

./ 

----

o o 
Source Relay Destination 

Figure2.1: A Simple Mobile Ad-hoc Network 
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_.3. Characteristics of MANET 

.'-IA ET consists of mobile terminals -- herein simply referred to as "nodes"-- which are 

to move around arbitrari ly. These nodes may be located in or on airp lanes. ships, trucks. 

_...r -. perhaps even on people or on very small devices. MANET may operate in isolation. or 

..:.y have gateways to and interface with a fixed network. I n the latter operational mode. it is 

i ally envisioned to operate as a "stub" network connecting to a fixed internetwork . Stub 

~ \'orks carry traffic originating at and/or destined for internal nodes, but do not permit 

_ 1genous traffic to "transit" through the stub network. 

_ T T nodes are equipped with wireless transmitters and receivers us ing antennas which 

be omni directional (broadcast), highly-directiona l (point-to-point), possibly steerable, 

me combination thereof. At a given point in time, depending on the nodes' positions and 

_ir transmitter and receiver coverage patterns, transmission power leve ls and co-channel 

rference levels, a wireless connectivity in the form of a random, multihop graph or "ad 

, ne twork exists between the nodes . This ad hoc topology may change with time as the 

- move or adjust their transmission and reception parameters. 

-ETs have several sa li ent characteristics: 

i) Dynamic topology: Nodes are free to move arb itrari ly; thus. the network topology-

which is typically multihop -- may change randomly and rapidly at unpredictable 

times. and may consist of both bidirectional and unidirectional links. 

ii) Bandwidth-constrained, variabl e capac ity links: Wireless links will continue to have 

ignificantly lower capacity than their wired counterparts . In addition, the reali zed 

throughput of wireless communications--after accounting for the effects of mUltiple 

access, fadin g. noise, and interference cond itions etc .--is often much less than a 

rad io's max imulll transmission rate. One effect of the relativel y 10v,1 to mod erate link 

apacitics is that congestion is typically the norm rather than the exception, i. e. 

aggregate application demand will li kely approach or exceed network capacity 

freq uently . As the mobile network is often simply an extension of the fi xed network 

infras tructure. mobile ad hoc users will demand s imil ar services . These demands 

5 



will continue to Increase as multimedia computing and collaborative networking 

app lications rise. 

iii) Energy-constrained operation: Some or all of the nodes in a MAN ET may rely on 

baLteries or other exhaustible means for their energy. For these nodes, the most 

important system design criteria for optimization may be energy conservation. 

i\') Limited physical security: Mobile wireless networks are generall y more prone to 

physical security threats than the fixed-cable nets . The increased possibility of 

eavesdropping, spoofing, and denial-of-service attacks should be carefully 

considered. Existing link security techniques are often applied within wireless 

networks to reduce security threats. As a benefit, the decentralized nature of network 

control in MANETs provides additional robustness against the single points of 

rai lure of more centrali zed approaches. 

~e characteristics create a set of underlying assumptions and performance concerns for 

lOCO I design which extend beyond those guiding the design of routing protocol within the 

r-speed, semi-static topology of the fixed Internet. 

_ . . Application Areas ofMANET 

ere i current and future need for dynamic ad hoc networking technology. The emerging 

-~ l d of mobile and nomadic computing, with its current emphasis on mobile IP operation, 

ld gradually broaden and require hi ghl y-adaptive mobile networking technology to 

_ ~.: i\\~ l y manage multihop, ad hoc network clusters 'which can operate autonomously or, 

re ha ll likely, be attached at some point(s) to the fixed Internet. 

applications of MA ET technology could include industrial and commercial 

3lions involving cooperative mobile data exchange. In addition, mesh-based mobile 

rk ' can be operated as robust. inexpensive alternatives or enhancements to cell-based 

network infras tructures. There are also existing and future military networking 

il lS for robust, IP-compliant data services within mobile wireless communication 

[8] -- many of these networks consist of highly-dynamic autonomous topology 
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ogments. Also, the developing technologies of "wearable" computing and communications 

3 )' provide applications for MANET technology. When properly combined with satellite

-ed information delivery, MANET technology can provide an extremely flexible method 

r estab lishing communications for fire/safetylrescue operations or other scenari os requiring 

- idly-deployable communications w ith survivable, efficient dynamic networking. There are 

Iy other appli cations for MANET technology which are not presently reali zed or 

i ioned by the authors. 1t is simpl y put improved lP-based networking technology for 

namic. autonomous wire less networks. 

_.:. Advantages/ Disadvantages 

2.5.1. Advantages 

fo llowing are the advantages ofMANETs: 

• They provide access to information and services regardless of geographic position . 

• These networks can be set up at any place and time. 

• These networks work without any pre-existing infrastructure. 

:..5. _. Disadvantages 

of the di sadvantages ofMANETs are: 

• Limited resources. Limited physical security . 

• Intrinsic mutual trust vulnerable to attacks. Lack of authorization facilities . 

• olatile network topology makes it hard to detect malicious nodes. 

• ecuri ty protocols for wired networks cannot work for ad hoc networks. 

_ . \l.\~ET Architecture (Piconets/ Scatter-nets) 

. .1. Pico nets 

II area o f network is called Piconets. Up to eight mobile devices may be networked 

r in a master-slave relationship. called a piconet. Figure-2.2 represents a simple 
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Figure2.2 : A Small Area of Network (Piconet) 

: .6 .2. Scatter-net 

se ri es of piconets often referred to as a scatter-net, allows several devices to be internet 

rked over an extended distance. Following Figure 2.3 presents a scatter-net. 

Piconet A 

Slave 

Piconet B 

Figure 2.3: A Scatter-net 
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_~ . l. Introduction 

CIIAPTER 3 

ROUTING PI~OTOCOLS 

, bile networks can be classified into infrastructure networks and mobil e ad hoc networks 

- acco rding to their dependence on fixed infrastructures. In an infrast ru cture mobil e 

:>'\\ork, mobile nodes have wired access points (or base stat ions) withi n their transmission 

'1'; . The access points compose the backbone for an infrastructure nctwork . In contrast 

ile ad hoc networks are autonomously self.-organi zed networks without infrastructure 

ort. In a mobile ad hoc network, nodes move arbitrarily, therefore the network may 

riences rapid and unpredictable topology changes. Additionally. because nodes 111 a 

il e ad hoc network normally have limited transmi ss ion ranges. some nodes cannot 

municate directly with each other. Hence, routin g paths in mobil e ad hoc networks 

- ·.,.ntially contain multiple hops, and every node in mobile ad hoc networks has the 

nsibi lity to act as a router. 

il ad hoc netwo rks (MANET) are networks. in \,vb ich routing is based on mu lti-hop 

' ing fro m a so urce to a destinati on node o r nodes. Ad hoc network is a multi -hop wire less 

ork. which consists of a number of mobil e nodes. These nodes generate traffic to be 

rded to some other nodes or a group of nodes. Due to a dynamic nature of ad hoc 

"I rk . traditional fix ed network routing protocol s are not feas ible. These networks have 

. ~ a many constra ins because of uncertainty of radio interface and its limitations e.g. 

I bandwidth. Also some terminals have limitat ions concerning battery energy in use. 

_ par numerous applicable protocol s for ad hoc networks, but one confusing problem is 

_. number of separate protocols . Each of these protoco ls is designed to perform its task 

I, a- it is acceptable according to its design criteria. The protoco l to be chosen must 

_ .... 11 tates of a spec ifi ed network and neve r is a ll owed to consume too much network 

b) protoco l overhead traffic . 
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_ ..... _. Types of Routing Protocols in MANET 

llo\\'ing categories ofrouting protocols for MANET are developed by the researchers: 

• Flat Rout ing Protocols 

• Ili erarchical Routing Protocols 

• Hybrid Routing Protocols 

• Global Positioning System (GPS) Assisted Routing Protocols 

Table 3, 1: Classification of Ad-hoc Routing Protocols 

Ad ho' RO"T Pcol",ob 

F~ ";"·,,,h;,,' RIcg Pcotocol Geographic Positioning Assisted 
ROLiting protoco l 

Proacli\'\.; ReaCli\c J l l l 
~ O:Dcr ";" ceSR ZRP :,A_N_r--_~_A_R-'. ___ --"T. ___ ---'. 

Gco Cast LAR DRI::AM GPSR 
~ OR FS I,S WRP J)SDV DSR AODV 

. _.1. Flat Routing p,"otocols 

'>-dri,'en (Proactive) and on-demand (Reactive) routing are called Flat-routing protocols, 

uti ng protocols adopt a flat addressing scheme. Each node in routing has an equal role, 

_ i nal it), and capability. As network size increases, flat routing schemes become 

. ,'e uue to link and processing overh ead. 

Example oCTable-driven Routing (Proactive) Protocol 

• DV (Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector) 

• \ RP (Wireless Routing Protocol) 

• - OR (Fisheye State Routing) Protocol 

_ E'.ample of On-Demand Routing (Proactive) Protocol 
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• DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) 

• AODV (Ad-Hoc On-Demand Vector Routing) 

• DSR and AODV are Included in the Internet-Draft 

• TORA (Temporally Ordered Routing A lgorithm) 

• ABR (Associativity-Based Routing) 

: ._.2. Hierarchical Routing Protocol 

rt Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCPI1P) routing is based on a two

I hierarchi cal routing in which an IP address is divided into a network portion and a host 

- nion. Gateways use on ly the network portion until an IP datagram reaches a gateway that 

de liver it direct ly. Additiona l leve ls of hierarchical rout ing are introduced by the additi on 

ub-networks. 

_' ._.3. Hybrid Routing Protocol 

- type of protocols combines the advantages of proactive and reactive routing. The routing 

it ial ly establi shed w ith some proactively prospected routes and then serves the demand 

additionally activated nodes through reactive floodin g. The choice for one or the other 

~·hod requires predetermination for typical cases. Short distance destination nodes use 

..... ti \ e routing to maintain routing informati on. Long distance destinatio n nodes do not 

a in routin g information due to large overhead . 

~ lple of Hybrid Routing Protocol: 

• ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol) 

• LA MAR (Landmark Ad Hoc Routing Protocol ) 

• OORP (Order One Routing Protocol) 

lobal Positioning System (GPS) Assisted Routing Protocol 

_ d\ ances in the development of GPS nowadays make it possibl e to prov ide locati on 

tio n with a preci sion within a few meters. It also provides uni ve rsa l timin g. While 

n information can be used for directional routing in distributed ad hoc systems. the 

_r al clock can provide global synchronizing among GPS equipped nodes. Add itional 
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_.ire must be take n into account in a mobile environment, because locations may not be 

' urate by the time the information is used. All the protocols surveyed below ass ume that 

nodes know their posi tions. 

ample of (CPS) Routing Protocol: 

• LAR (The Locat ion-Aided Routing Protocol) 

• DREAM (Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility) 

• GeoCast (Geograph ic Addressing and Routin g) 

_ .:. Characteristics of Routing Protocols 

om pare and analyze mobile ad hoc network routing protocols, appropriate classification 

thods are important. C lass ification methods help researchers and des igners to understand 

~I tinc t characteristics of a routing protocol and find its relationship with others. Therefore, 

.> present protocol characteri stics which are used to gro up and compare different approaches 

,;;ect ion 3.4 . T hese characteris tics mainly are re lated to the information which is explo ited 

r ro ut ing. 'vvhen this informat ion is acqu ired, and the roles which nodes may take in the 

t II1g process. 

: .: .1. Proactive, Reactive and Hybrid Routing P."otocol 

of the most popular method to distinguish mobile ad hoc network routing protocols is 

d on bow routing information is acquired and maintained by mobile nodes . Using this 

_ hod. mobi le ad hoc network routing protocols can be divided into proactive routing, 

~~ , i\e rOLlting and hyb rid routing. 

roactive routing protocol is a lso called "table driven" routing protocol. Using a proactive 

ing protoco l, nodes in a mobile ad hoc network continuously evaluate routes to a ll 

l1Jble nodes and attempt to maintain consistent, up-to-date routing information. 

~. fo re . a source node can get a routing path immediately if it needs one. 

roactive routing protocols, a ll nodes need to maintain a consistent view of the network 

logy. When a network topology change occurs, respective updates must be propagated 
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oughout the network to notify the change. Most proactive routing protocols proposed for 

ile ad hoc networks have inherited properties from algorithms used in wired networks. 

-ing proactive routing algorithms, mobile nodes proactively update network state and 

intain a route regardless of whether data traffic exists or not, the overhead to maintain up

-date network topology information is high. In Section 4, we will give introductions of 

ral typical proactive mobile ad hoc network routing protocols, such as the Wireless 

ut ing Protocol (WRP) [10], the Destination Sequence Distance Vector (DSDV) [11] and 

-~ Fisheye State Routing (FSR). 

~:1, ti\ ' e routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks are also called "on-demand" routing 

oco ls. In a reactive routing protocol , routing paths are searched only when needed. A 

discovery operation invokes a route-determination procedure. The discovery procedure 

_ruinates either when a route has been found or no route available after examination for all 

: permutations. 

:1 mo bile ad hoc network, active routes may be disconnected due to node mobility. 

~r fo re, route maintenance IS an important operation of reactive routing protocols. 

mpared to the proactive routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks , less control 

.:-rhead is a distinct advantage of the reactive routing protocols. Thus, reactive routing 

·0 ols have better scalability than proactive routing protocols in mobile ad hoc networks. 

\·er. when using reactive routing protocol s, source nodes may suffer from long delays 

" rou te searching before they can forward data packets. The Dynamic Source Routing 

- R) and Ad hoc On- demand Distance Vector routing (AODV) [12] are examples for 

_ ·i\·e routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks. 

_ rid routing protocols are proposed to combine the merits of both proactive and reactive 

.. ng protocols and overcome their shortcomings. Normally, hybrid routing protocols for 

ad hoc networks exploit hierarchical network architectures. Proper proactive routing 

h and reactive routing approach are exploited in different hierarchical levels, 

- ~ i\·ely. In this report, as examples of hybrid routing protocols for mobile ad hoc 
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t\\'orks, the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP), Zone-based Hierarchical Link State routing 

ZHLS) and Hybrid Ad hoc Routing Protocol (HARP) [13] will be introduced and analyzed. 

'::.3.2. Exploiting Netwo.-k Metrics for Routing P.·otocol 

trics used for routing path construction can be used as criteria for mobile ad hoc network 

ting protocol classification. Most routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks use "hop 

. lber" as a metric. If there are multiple routing paths available, the path with the minimum 

ll umber will be se lected. If all wireless links in the network have the same failure 

- bability, short routing paths are more stab le than the long ones and can obviously decrease 

~~li overhead and reduce packet collisions. However, the assumption of the same failure 

rti es may not be true in mobile ad hoc networks. Therefore, the stability of a link has to 

_ons idered in the route construction phase. For example, routing approaches such as 

ia tivity Based Routing (ABR) [14] and Signal Stability based Routing (SSR) are 

a-ed that use link stab i I ity or signal strength as metric for routing. 

1 the popu lmity of mobile computing, some mobile applications may have different QoS 

r me nts . To meet specific QoS requirements. appropriate QoS metrics should be used 

Ker routing and fo rwarding in mobile ad hoc networks. As in wired network s, QoS 

,; pro tocols for mobile ad hoc networks can use metrics, such as bandwidth, delay , 

ji tte r. packet loss rate and cost. As an example, bandwidth and link stab ility are used in 

R a metrics for routing path construction . 

• ~-3. \lulticast Routing Protocols 

'a ' ification methods used for unicast routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks 

applicable for ex isting multicast routing protocols. For example. multicast routing 

, h lo r mobile ad hoc networks can be classified into reactive routing and proactive 

= The Ad-hoc Multicast Routing (AMRoute) and Ad hoc Mu lticast Routing protocol 

= Inc reas ing id-llumberS (AMRIS) [15 J belong to category of proactive multicast 

= nJ the On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (DMRP) and Multicast Ad hoc On

L. Oi ' lance Vector (MAODV) [16] are reactive multicast routing protocols. 
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re is a c lassifi cation method parti cula rl y used fo r multicas t routing protoco ls for mobi le 

hoc networks. Thi s method is based on how di st ri buti on paths anlong gro up membe rs are 

_ '1 tructed . Accord ing to this method, ex isting multi cast ro uting approaches for mob il e ad 

, networks can be divided into tree based multicas t routing. mesh based multicast routing. 

_ r based multicas t routing and group forwa rding based multi cast . 

-.> based multi cast routing protocols can be further di v ided into source- rooted and core

d schemes acco rding to the roots of the multi cast trees. In source-rooted tree based 

lt icast ro ut ing p rotocols, source nodes are roots of multicast trees and execute algorithm 

r distributi on tree contraction and ma intenance. Thi s requires that a so urce must know the 

logy informati on and addresses of all its rece ivers in the mult icast gro up. There fo re. 

r e-roo ted tree based multicas t routing protocols suffer from contro l traffic overhead 

n Ll sed for dynamic networks. T he AMRoute [1 7] is an exampl e fo r source-rooted tree 

ti cast rout ing. 

3 ore-based multicast routing protocol, cores are nodes with spec ial functi ons such as 

i ast data distribution and membership management. Some core-based multi cast ro uting 

- . cols utili ze tree structures al so, but unlike source-rooted tree based multi cast routing, 

'i ast trees are rooted at core nodes . Fo r diffe rent core-based multi cast routing protocols. 

-~ nodes may perform vari ous routing and management functi ons. For example. in CTB 

• and AMRIS, cores are cross points fo r all traffi c fl ows of mul ticast groups and may 

mes bottlenecks of the network. On the other hand , in pro toco ls like CAMP, core nodes 

_ n t necessari I y part of a ll routi ng paths. 

m h-based mul ticast routing pro tocol, packets are distributed along mes h structures that 

- .... -et of interconnected nodes . The mesh structure is more robust than the tree structure 

_11 u ed for multicast routing in dynamic networks because a mesh provides alternate 

_ \\'hen link failure occurs. However, the cost for maintaining mesh structures are 

all y higher than trees. T he ODMRP [1 9] and Core-Assisted Mesh Protocol (CAMP) are 

-based multicast routing protocols proposed for mobile ad hoc netwo rks. 
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In the group forwarding based multicast routing, a set of mobile nodes is dynamically 

~Iected as forwarding nodes for a multicast group. Forwarding nodes take the responsibility 

'""I r multicast packet distribution. Using this scheme, it is possible to get multiple routing 

rhs. and duplicate messages will reach a receiver through different paths. ODMRP is a 

=fOUP forwarding based multicast routing protocol using adaptive forwarding groups. 

: A. Analysis and Comparison of Typical Routing Protoco ls 

"3 cause so many routing protocols have been proposed for mobile ad hoc networks. it is 

lposs ibl e to cover all of them in thi s rev iew. Therefore, this report presents typical 

~rotoco l s se lected from the class of similar approaches that can reflect the state-of-the-art of 

~~-earch work on mobile ad hoc network routing. Table3.2 and Table3.3 list the protocols 

~\'i e\Ved in this report. 
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Table 3.2: Unicast Routing Protocol s 
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Dynamic Source Routing 
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Zone Routing Protocol 
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Hybrid Ad-hoc Routing 
Protocol (HARPL _ 
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.hinl~ St,~t~_Routing (ZHLS) 
9rid L:..ocation Sen·ice (GLS ) 
Clusterhead Gateway Switch 
Routing (CGSR) 
Hierarchical State Routing 
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Cluster Based Routing 
Protocol (CBRP) 
Landmark Ad-hoc Routing 
(LAN MAR) Protocol 
Core-Extraction Distri buted 
Ad hoc Routing (CEDAR) 
Optimized Link State 
Routing Protocol 
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Table 3.3 : Typical Multicast Routing Protocols 
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.~ Wi reless Routing Protocol (WRP) [20] is a proactive unicast routing protocol for mobile 

~oc networks. WRP uses improved Bellman-Ford Distance Vector routing algorithm. To 

to the dynamic featu res of mobile ad hoc networks, some mechanisms are introduced to 

r the reliable exchange of update messages and reduces route loops. 

On,; \\ 'RP, each mobile node maintains a di stance table, a routing tabl e, a link-cost table 

~ 3 Nlessage Retransmiss ion L ist (MRL). An entry in the routing table contains the 

-an e to a destination node, the predecessor and the successor along the paths to the 

_ -marion, and a tag to identify its state, i.e. , is it a simple path, a loop or invalid. Storing 

~ ~e sor and successor in the rout ing table helps to detect routing loops and avoid 

"ing-to-i nfinity problcm, which is the main shortcoming of the original distance vector 

d algorithm. A mobile node creates an entry for each neighbor in its link-cost table. The 

onra i ns cost of the link connecting to the neighbor, and the number of timeouts since 

_" ""Ir-free message was received from that neighbor. 

P. mobile nodes exchange routing tables with their neighbors using update messages. 

_ ~ date messages can be sent either periodically or whenever link state changes happen. 
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The MRL contains information about which neighbor has not acknowledged an update 

m ssage . If needed, the update message will be retransmitted to the neighbor. Additionally, if 

'he re is no change in its routing table since last update. a node is req uired to send a Hello 

message to ensure connectivity. On receiving an update message, the node modifies its 

Ji lance table and looks for better routing paths according to the updated information. 

n WRP, a node checks the consistency of its neighbors after detecting any link change. A 

~onsistency check helps to eliminate loops and speed up convergence. One shortcoming of 

\"RP is that it needs large memory storage and computing resource to maintain several 

3bles. Moreover, as a proactive routing protocol. it has a limited scalability and is not 

Ji table for large mobile ad hoc networks. 

: .-1-. 1.2. The Destination Sequence Distance Vector (DSDV) Routin g Protocol 

he Destination Sequence Distance Vector (DSDV) [2 1] is a proactive unicast mobil e ad hoc 

t\\·ork routing protocol. Like WRP. DSDV is al so based on the traditiona l Bellman-Ford 

_.sorithm. However, their mechanisms to improve routing performance in mobil e ad hoc 

., rworks are quite different. 

routing tables of DSDV, an entry stores the next hop towards a destination, the cost metric 

r the routing path to the destination and a destination sequence number that is created by 

~ destination. Sequence numbers are used in DSDV to distinguish stale routes from fresh 

and avoid formation of route loops. 

route updates of DSDV can be either time-driven or event-dri ven. Eve ry node 

- riodically transmits updates including its routing information to its immediate neighbors. 

hi Ie a significant change occurs from the last update. a node can transmit its changed 

ri ng table in an event-triggered style. Moreover. the DSDV has two ways when sending 

ring table updates. One is "full dump" update type and the full routing table is included 

- ide the update. A "full dump" update could span many packets. An incremental update 

ra ins on ly those entries that with metric have been changed since the last update is sent. 

~ditionally, the incremental update fits in one packet. 
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: ...1..1.3. The Fisheye State Routing (FSR) Protocol 

The Fisheye State Routing (FSR) [22-1 is a proactive unicast routing protocol based on Link 

~ tate routing algorithm with effectively reduced overhead to maintain network topology 

in formation. As indicated in its name, FSR utilizes a function similar to a fish eye_ The eyes 

of fishes catch the pixels near the focal with high detail , and the detail decreases as the 

distance from the focal point increases. Similar to fish eyes, FSR maintains the accurate 

distance and path quality information about the immediate neighboring nodes_ and 

rogressively reduces detail as the distance increases. 

in Link State routing algorithm used for wired networks, link state updates are generated and 

~ ooded through the network whenever a node detects a topology cbange. In FSR, however, 

'lodes exchange link state information only with the neighboring nodes to maintain up-to-date 

pology information. Link state updates are exchanged periodically in FSR, and each node 

eps a full topology map of the network. To reduce the size of link state update messages, 

:he key improvement in FSR is to use different update periods for different entries in the 

r uting table. Link state updates corresponding to the nodes within a smaller scope are 

ropagated with hi gher frequency_ 

- R exhibits a bctter scalability concerning the network size compared to other link state 

ro toco ls because it doesn't strive for keeping all nodes in the network on the same 

no wledge levcl about link states. Instead, the accuracy of topology information IS reverse 

roportional to the distance. This reduces the traffic overhead caused by exchanging linl< 

"ate information because this information is exchanged more frequently with node nearby 

lan with nodes far away. 

Japt ing tbe frequency of exchanging link state information according to the FSR 

~ .. 1.-+ Comparison of WRP, DSDV and FSR Routing Protocols 

)111rol traffic overhead and loop-free property are two important Issues when applying 

oac tive routing to mobile ad hoc networks. The proactive routing protocols used for wired 
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tworks normally have predictable control traffic overhead because topology of wired 

tworks change rarely and most routing updates are periodically propagated. However, 

riodic routin g information updates are not enough for mobile ad hoc routing protocol s. The 

"roactive routing in mobile ad hoc networks needs mechanism s that dynamicall y coll ect 

'1 twork topology changes and send routing updates in an event-triggered style. 

"\Ithough belonging to the same routing category for mobile ad hoc networks, WRP. DSDV 

nd FSR have distinct features. Both WRP and DSDV exploited event-triggcrcd updates to 

laintain up-to-date and consistent routing information for mobile nodes. In contrast to using 

-'>\'ent-triggered updates, the updates in FSR are exchanged between neighboring nodes and 

:h update frequency is dependent on the distance between nodes. In this way, update 

:werhead is reduced and the far-reaching effect of Link State routing is restricted. 

ifferent mechanisms are used in WRP, DSDV and FSR for loop-fi-ee guarantee. WPR. 

r ords the predecessor and the successor along a path in its routing table and introduces 

.:ons istence-checking mechanism. In this way, WRP avoids forming temporary route loops 

ut incurs additional overhead . Every node needs to maintain more information and execute 

:n re operations. In DSDV, a destination sequence number is introduced to avoid route loops. 

R is a modification of traditional Link State routing and its loop-free property is inherited 

-rom Link State routing algorithm. 

\'RP, DSDV and FSR have the same time and communication complexity. Whereas WRP 

. as a large storage complexity compared to DSDV because more information is required in 

YRP to guarantee reliable transmission and loop-free paths. Both periodic and triggered 

~ dates are utili zed in WRP and DSDV; therefore, their performance is tightl y related with 

network size and node mobility pattern . As a Link State routing protocol. FSR has hi gh 

'o rage complexity, but it has potentiality to support mUltiple-path routing and QoS routing. 
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3A.2. Reactive Routing Protocols 

3.4.2.1. The Ad Hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) Protocol 

The Ad Hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) protocol [12] is a reactive unicast 

ro uting protocol for mobile ad hoc networks. As a reactive routing protocol , AODV only 

needs to maintain the routing information about the active paths. 111 AODV, routing 

information is maintained in routing tables at nodes. Every mobile node keeps a next-hop 

routing table, which contains the destinations to which it currently has a route. A routing 

table entry exp ires if it has not been used or reactivated for a pre-specified expiration time. 

\1o rcovcr, AODV adopts the des tination sequence number technique used by DSDV in an 

on-demand way . 

In AODV, when a source node wants to send packets to the destination but no route is 

a\·ailable, it initiates a route discovery operation. In the route discovery operation, the source 

broadcasts route request (RREQ) packets. A RREQ includes addresses of the source and the 

des tination. the broadcast ID, which is used as its identifier, the last seen sequence number of 

the destination as well as the source node 's sequence number. Sequence numbers are 

im portant to ensure loop-free and up-to-date routes. To reduce the flooding overhead, a node 

discards RREQs that it has seen before and the expanding ring search algorithm is used in 

ro ute discovery operation. The RREQ starts with a small TTL (Time-To-Live) value. If the 

es tination is not found , the TTL is increased in following RREQs. In figure 3.1 shown The 

Ro ute Request Packets !looding in AODV Routing Protocol. 

Des tina tion 

S ouree 

~~ 
> 

S ouree Relay Des tina tion 

Figure 3.1: The Route Request Packets Flooding in AODV 
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In AODV, each node maintains a cache to keep track of RR EQs it has received. The cache 

Iso stores the path back to each RREQ originator. When the destination or a node that has a 

ro ute to the destination receives the RREQ, it checks the destination sequence numbers it 

urrently knows and the one specified in the RREQ . To guarantee the freshness of the routing 

information, a route rep ly (RREP) packet is created and forwarded back to the source onl y if 

he destination sequence number is equal to or greater than the one specified in RR EQ . 

A.ODV uses onl y symmetric links and a RREP follows the reve rse path of the respecti\ 'e 

REP. Upon receiv ing the RREP packet, each intermediate node a long the route updates its 

next-hop tab le entries with respect to the destination node. The redundant RREP packets or 

RREP packets with lower destination sequence number will be dropped . 

< 

Des ti n a ti an 
S au rc e 

S aurce R e lay D es t i n a ti an 

Figure 3.2: The Forwarding of Route Rep ly Packet in AODV 

In AODV, a node uses hell o messages to notify its existence to its neighbors. Therefore. the 

:ink status to the next hop in an active route can be monitored. WIlen a node di scovers a link 

i connection, it broadcasts a route error (RERR) packet to its neighbors, which in turn 

ro pagates the RE RR packet towards nodes whose routes may be affected by the 

isconnec ted link. Then, the affected source can re-initiate a route discovery operat ion if the 

r ute is st ill needed. 

3.-1-.2.2. The D ynamic Source Routing (DSR) Protocol 

The Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [23] is a reactive unicast routing protoco l that utili zes 

ource routing algorithm. In source routing algorithm, each data packet contains complete 
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routing information to reach its dissemination. Additionally, in DSR each node uses caching 

technology to maintain route information that it has learnt. 

There are two major phases in DSR, the route discovery phase and the route maintenance 

phase. When a source node wants to send a packet, it firstly consults its route cache. If the 

required route is available, the source node includes the routing information inside the data 

packet before sending it. Otherwise, the source node initiates a route discovery operation by 

broadcasting route request packets. A route request packet contains addresses of both the 

so urce and the destination and a unique number to identify the request. Recei ving a route 

request packet, a node checks its route cache. If the node doesn't have routing information 

fo r th e requested destination , it appends its own address to the route record fieJd of the route 

r quest packe t. Then , the request packet is forwarded to its neighbors. To limit the 

ommunication overhead of route request packets, a node processes route request packets 

that both it has not seen before and its address is not presented in the route record fi e ld. If the 

ro ute request packet reaches the destination or an intermediate node has routing information 

o the destination, a route reply packet is generated. When the route reply packet is generated 

y the destination, it comprises addresses of nodes that have been traversed by the route 

:- quest packet. Otherwise, the route reply packet comprises the addresses of nodes the route 

request packet has traversed concatenated with the route in the intermediate node's route 

ac he. 

N 6 - N 5-N 2 - N 1 

6 - N 5 - N 2-N 1 

~ 
Des ti n a ti 0 n 

S ouree 

Sou ree Relay Des tina tion 

Figure 3 .3: Route Reply with Route Record in DSR 
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fter being created, either by the destination or an intermediate node, a route reply packet 

needs a route back to the source. There are three possibilities to get a backward route. The 

first one is that the node already has a route to the source. The second possibility is that the 

network has symmetric (bi-directional) links. The route reply packet is sent using the 

ollected routing information in the route record field. but in a reverse order as shown in 

Figure3.3. In the last case. there exists asymmetric (unidirectional) links and a new route 

discovery procedure is initiated to the source. The discovered route is piggybacked in the 

route request packet. 

In DSR, when the data link layer detects a link disconnection, a ROUT E_ ERROR packet is 

-ent backward to the source. After receiving the ROUTE_ERROR packet, the sou rce node 

init iates another route discovery operation. Additionally, all routes containing the broken link 

-hould be removed from the route caches of the immediate nodes when the ROUTE ERROR 

packet is transmitted to the source. 

DSR has increased traffic overhead by containing complete routing information into each 

data pacl et. which degrades its routing performance. 

: .-+.2.3. The Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) 

The Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) [24] is a reactive routing algorithm 

ased on the concept of link reversal. TORA improves the partial I ink reversal method by 

detecting partitions and stopping non-productive link reversals. TORA can be used for highl y 

dynamic mobile ad hoc networks. 

In TORA, the network topology is regarded as a directed graph. A Directional Acyclical 

Graph (DAG) is accomplished for the network by assigning each node i a hei ght metric hi. A 

in k directional from i to j means hi > hj. In TORA, the height of a node is defined as a 

uintup le. which includes the logical time of a link failure, the unique fD of the node that 

~ fi nes the new reference level, a reflection indicator bit, a propagation orderi ng parameter 

.ll1d an unique ID of the node. The first three elements collectively represent the reference 

;? \'eL The last two values define an offset with respect to the reference level. Like \,vater 
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flowing, a packet goes from upstream to downstream according the height ditTerence 

between nodes. DAG provides TORA the capability that many nodes can send packets to a 

given destination and guarantees that all routes are loop-free. 

TORA has three basic operations: route creation, route maintenance and route era ure. A 

route creation operation starts with setting the height (propagation ordering parameter in the 

quintuple) of the destination to 0 and heights of all other nodes to NULL (i.e .. undej~ned) . 

The source broadcasts a QRY packet containing the destination 's ID. A node \\'ith a non

~ULL height responds by broadcasting a UPD packet containing the be ight of its o\\"n. On 

rece i ving a U PD packet, a node sets its height to one more than that of the UPD generato r. A 

node with hi gher height is considered as upstream and the node with lower height is 

ons idered as downstream. In this way, a directed acyclic graph is constructed from the 

-ourcc to the destination and multiple paths route may exist. 

The DAG in TORA may be disconnected because of node mobility. So, route maintenance 

pe ration is an important part of TORA. TORA has the unique feature that control messages 

are localized into a small set of nodes near the occurrence of topology changes. After a node 

es its last downstream link, it generates a new reference level and broadcasts the reference 

its neighbors. Therefore, links are reversed to reflect the topology cbange and adapt to the 

\\. reference level. The erase operation in TORA floods CLR packets through the network 

and erase invalid routes . 

. 2.4. Comparison of DSR. AODV and TORA 

reacti vc routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks, DSR, AODV and TORA are 

-r)posed to reduce the control traffic overhead and improve scalability. [n the appendix, thcir 

in differences are listed. 

R exploits source routing and routing information caching. A data packet in DSR carries 

rout ing information needed in its route record field. DSR uses flooding in the route 

O\uy phase . AODV adopts the similar route discovery mechanism used in DSR, but 

r - the next hop routing information in the routing tables at nodes along active routes. 
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Therefore, AODV has less traffic overhead and IS more scalable because of the sIze 

limitation of route record field in DSR data packets. 

Both DSR and TORA support unidirectional links and multiple routing paths, but AOD\ ' 

doesn't. In contrast to DSR and TORA, nodes using AO DV periodicall y exchange hello 

messages with their neighbors to monitor link di sconnect ions. This incurs extra control traffic 

overhead. In TORA, utilizing the "link reversal" algorithm. DAG constructs rout ing paths 

fro m multipl e sources to one destination and supports multiple routes and multi cast [25]. 

In AODV and DSR. a node notifi es the source to re- initiate a new route di sco\ 'cry operation 

\\'hen a routing path disconnection is detected . In TORA, a node re-constructs DAG when it 

I t all downstream links. Both AODV and DSR use flooding to inform nodes that are 

ffected by a link failure. However, TORA localizes the effect in a set of node near the 

currence of the I ink failure. 

ODV uses sequence numbers to avoid formation of route loops. Because DSR is based on 

urce routing, a loop can be avoided by checking addresses in route reco rd fIeld of data 

kets. Tn TORA. each node in an act ive route has a unique hei ght and packets are 

rwarded from a node with higher height to a lm,ver one. So, a loo p-free property can be 

=Jaranteed in TORA. However, TORA has an extra requirement that all nodes mLlst have 

: nc hronized clocks. Tn TORA, oscillations may occur when coordinating nodes curren tly 

~ cute the same operation. 

"rfo rmances of DSDV, TORA, DSR and AODV are compared in [26] based on simul ati on. 

imulation results showed that DSDV performs well when node mobility rates and speed 

movements are low. When the number of source nodes is large. the performance ofTORA 

~ 'r ases . As shown in [20]. both AODV and DSR perform well for different simulati on 

"narios . DSR outperforms AODV because it has less routing overhead when nodes have 

=h mobility. A simulation-based comparison of two reacti ve mobil e ad hoc network routin g 

-- 'ocols, the AODV and DSR, is reported in [19]. The general result of [27] was that DSR 
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performs better than AODV when number of nodes is small, lower load and or 1l10bilit\. and 

AODV outperforms DSR in more demanding situations. 

3.4.3. Zone Based JIienHchical Rout ing Protocols 

3.4.3. 1. The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) 

The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [28] is a hybrid routing protocol for mobile ad hoc 

networks. The hybrid protocols are proposed to reduce the control overhead of proacti\'e 

ro uting approaches and decrease the latency caused by route search operations in reacti \'e 

routing approaches. 

In ZRP. the network is divided into routing zones according to distances betv\'een mob ile 

nodes. Given a hop distance d and a node N, all nodes within hop distance at most d from N 

be long to the routing zone of N. Peripheral nodes of N are N's ne ighboring nodes in its 

routing zo ne which are exactly d hops away from N. 

In ZRP. different routing approaches are exploited for inter-zone and intra-zone packets. The 

roactive routing approach, i.e .. the Intra-zone Routing protocol (IARP) , is Llsed inside 

routing zones and the reactive Inter-zo ne Routing Protocol (IERP) is used between routing 

zones. respectively. The IARP maintains link state information for nodes within specified 

is tance d. Therefore, if the source and destination nodes are in the same routing zone, a 

~') u te can be available immediatel y. Most of the existing proactive routing schemes can be 

-ed as the IARP for ZRP. The lERP reactively initiates a route discovery when the source 

ode and the destination are residing in different zo nes. The route di scovery in lERP IS 

IInilar to DSR with the exception that route requests are propagated via peripheral nodes. 

:.-+.3 .2. The Hybrid Ad hoc Routing Protocol (HARP) 

he Hybrid Ad hoc ROLlting Protocol (HARP) [13] IS a hybrid routing scheme, which 

lo its a two-level zone based hierarchical network structure. Different routing approaches 

~ uti li zed in two levels, for intra-zone routing and inter-zone routing, respectively, 
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The Distributed Dynamic Routing (DDR) [13] algorithm is exp loited by HARP to provide 

underlying supports. In DDR, nodes periodically exchange topology messages with their 

neighbors. A forest is constructed from the network topology by DDR in a di stributed way. 

Each tree of the forest forms a zone. Therefore, the network is divided into a set of nOI1-

overlapping dynamic zones. 

A mobil e node keeps routing information for a ll other nodes in the same 70 ne. The nodes 

be longing to different zones but are w ithin the direct lransmi ssion range are defined as 

gateway nodes. Gateway nodes have the responsibili ty forwarding packet- 10 neighboring 

zones. In addition to routing information for nodes in the local zone . each node also 

maintains those of neighboring zones . 

. -\s in ZRP, the intra-zone routing of HARP relies on an existing proa ti \ e scheme and a 

reactive scheme is used for inter-zone communication. Depending on \\ h th r the fo rwarding 

::md the destination node are inside the same zone, the respectiy routing -cheme will be 

pplied . 

:.-+.3.3. The Zone-based Hierarchical Link State routing (ZHLS ) 

' he Zone-based Hi era rchical Link State routing (ZHLS) IS a 11\ brid rl)ll lllg protoco l. [n 

ZHLS, mobile nodes are assumed to know their phys ical locati on \\ ith 3.5 is tance from a 

ating system like GPS. The network is divided into non-o\·erl3.pping zo nes based on 

:= ographical information . 

HLS uses a hierarchical addressing scheme that contains zone 10 and nl ID. A node 

_.> Imines its zone 10 according to its location and the pre-defi ned zon \\·ell knowl1 

all nodes in the network. It is assumed that a vi rtual link connect t\\ ZOI __ if there e:-;ist 

-- least one physical link between the zones. A two-leve l ne t\\"ori- opt'l _. - ru ture is 

, l ned in ZHLS, the node level topology and the zone leve l topolog). R.> . __ .. , 'h . Iher 

~ t\\·o kinds of link state updates, the node levellSP (Link State Pack 

P. A node le ve l LSP contains the node IDs of its neighbo rs in the am /l)I" 

__ of a ll other zones. A node periodically broadcast its node level L P to all -- r n II. 
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the same zone. Therefore, through periodic node level LSP exchanges, all nodes in a zone 

keep identical node leve l link state information. In ZHLS, gateway nodes broadcast the zone 

LSP throughout the network whenever a virtual I ink is broken or created. Consequently. 

eve ry node knows the current zo ne leve l topology of the network. 

Before sendin g packets. a source firstly checks its intra-zone routin g table. If th destinatio n 

is in the same zone as the source, the routing information is already there. Othelwise. the 

source sends a location request to all other zones through gateway nodes. After a gate \\"ay 

node of the zone, in which the destination node resides, receives the locati on reque t. it 

replies with a location response containing the zone 10 of the destination. The zone lD and 

the node 10 of the destination node will be specified in the header of the data packet 

origi nated from the source. During the packet forwarding procedure. intermediate nodes 

except nodes in the destination zo ne will use inter-zone routing tabl e, and when the packet 

arrives the des tinat ion zo ne. an intra-zone routing table will be used . 

3.4 .3.4 . Comparison o l' ZRP. HARP and Z1-ILS 

As zone based mob ile ad hoc network routing protocols, ZRP, HARP and ZHLS use different 

zone construction methods, which have critical effect on their performance . 

In ZRP, the network is divided into overlapping zones according to the topology kno wledge 

for neighboring nodes of each node. In HARP, the network is divided into non-overlappi ng 

zones dynami ca ll y by OOR through mapping the network topology to a forest. For each node 

in HARP. th e topology knowledge for neighboring nodes is also needed and the zone level 

·tab ility is used as a QoS parameter to se lect more stable route. ZHLS assumes that each 

node has a location system such as GPS and the geographical information is well known, and 

the network is geograpbicall y divided into non-overl apping zones. The performance of a 

zone based routing protocol is ti ghtl y rel ated to the dynamics and size of the network and 

parameters for zone construction. However, because zones heavily overlap, ZRP in general 

will incur more overhead than ZHLS and HARP. 
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All three zone-based routing protocols presented in this subsection use proactive routing fo r 

intra-zone communication and reactive routing for inter-zone packet forwarding. 

Performance of a zone based routing protocol is decided by the performance of respecti ve 

proactive and reactive routing protocols chosen and how they cooperate each other. 

3AA. C\ustet-Based ROUt\ll% "Protoco\S 

3.4.4.1 . The Clusterhead Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR) 

The Clusterhead Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR) [29] is a hi erarchi ca l routing protocol. 

The cluster structure improves performance of the routing protocol because it pro,·ides 

effective membership and traffic management. Besides routing information co ll ecti on. update 

and di stribution , cluster construction and clusterhead se lection algorithms are important 

components of cluster based routing protocols. 

o o 
Node Gateway C lusterhead 

Figure 3.4 : Cluster Structure in CGSR 
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CGSR uses similar proactive routing mechanism as DSDV. Using CGSR, mobile nodes are 

aggregated into clusters and a cluster-head is elected for each cluster. Gateway nodes are 

responsible for communication between two or more clusterheads. Nodes maintain a c lu tel' 

member table that maps each node to its respective cluster-head. A node broadcast it ' IUSler 

member table periodically. After receiving broadcasts from other nodes. a node uses the 

DSDV algoritbm to update its cluster member table. In addition, eacb node maintain a 

routing table that determines tbe next hop to reach other cluster. 

In a dynamic network, cluster based schemes suffer from performance degradation due to the 

frequent elections of a c lusterhead. To improve tbe performance of CGSR, a Least Cluster 

Change (LCC) algorithm is proposed. Only when changes of network topology cause t\\·o 

clusterheads mergi ng into one or a node being out of the coverage of all current clusters. 

LCC is initiated to change cu rrent state of clusters. 

CGSR, when forwarding a packet, a node firstly checks both its cluster member table and 

rout ing table and tries to 1~nd the nearest clusterhead along the routin g path. As sho\\J1 in 

Figure3.4, when send ing a packet, the source (node 1) transmits the packet to its clusterhead 

(node 2). From the clusterbead node 2, the packet is sent to the gateway node (node 3) that 

connecting to thi s clusterhead and tbe next clusterhead (node 5) along the route to the 

destination (node 8). The gateway node (node 6) sends the packet to the next c1usterhcad 

(node 7), i.e. the destination cluster-head. The destination c1usterhead (node 7) then transmits 

the packet to the destination (node 8). 

, .4.4.2. The Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) 

The Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) [14] is a multi-level cluster-based hierarchical routing 

protocol. In IISR, mobile nodes are grouped into clusters and a clusterhead is elected lor each 

' luste r. The clusterheads or low level clusters again organize themselves into upper level 

' lusters, and so on. Inside a cluster, nodes broadcast their link state information to all others . 

The clusterhead summarizes link state information of its c luster and sends the information to 

neighboring clusterheads via gateway nodes. Nodes in upper level hierarchical clusters 
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flood the network topology information they have obta ined to the nodes in the lower leve l 

clusters . 

In HSR, a hierarchical address is assigned to every node . The hierarchical address refl ects the 

network topology and provides enough information for packet deliveries in the network. 

Mobile nodes are also partitioned into logical subnetworks corresponding to di ffe rent use r 

groups. Each node also has a logical address in the form of <subnet, host> . For each 

subnetwork, there is a location management server (LMS) which records the logical 

addresses of all nodes in the subnetwork. LMSs advertise their hierarchical addresses to tbe 

top leve l of hi erarchical clusters. The routing information, which contains LMSs' hi erarchical 

addresses, is sent down to all LMSs too. If a source node only knows the logical address of 

the dest inat ion node. before s nding a packet, the source node firstly checks its LMS and 

tries to find the hierarchical address of the destination 's LMS. Tben the source sends the 

packet to the destination's LMS , and the destination 's LMS forwards the packet to the 

destination. Once the source knows the hierarchical address of the destination. it sends 

packets directl y to the destination without consulting LMSs. 

In HSR, logical addresses reflect the group property of mobile nodes and hierarchical 

addresses refl ect their physical locations. Combining these addressing schemes can improve 

adaptability of the routing algorithm . 

.... .4.4.3. Cluster Based Routing Protocol (CBRP) 

In the Cluster Based Routing Protocol (CBRP) [30], nodes are divided into clusters and the 

lustering algorithm is performed when a node joins the network . Before joining. a node is in 

he "undecided" state . The " undecided" node initiates the joining operati on by set ting a timer 

and broadcasts a Hello message. If a clusterhead receives the Hello message, it rep li es with a 

riggered Hello message. Receiving the triggered Hello message, the "undecided" node 

' hanges its state to "member" state. If the "undecided" node has bi-directional links to some 

neighbors but does not receive a message from a clusterhead before the local timer generates 

timeout, it makes itse lf a clusterhead. Otherwise. the node remains in "undecided" mode 

nd repeats the joining operation later. 



In CBRP, every node maintains a neighbor table in which it stores the information about link 

sta tes (uni-d irectional or bi-directional) and the state of its nei ghbors. In addition to thc 

information of all members in its cluster, a clusterhead keeps information of its nei gh boring 

clusters, which includes the clusterheads of neighboring clusters and gatevvay nodes 

connecting it to ne ighboring clusters. 

If a source nodc wants to send a packet but has no active route which can be used. it Il ood s 

route requcst to cl usterhead of its own and al I neighboring clusters . If a clusterhead recei \'es a 

request it has seen before, it discards the request. Otherwise, the clusterhead checks if the 

destination of the request is in its cluster. If the destination is in the same cluster. the 

clusterhead sends the request to the destination, or it floods the request to its neighboring 

clusterheads. Source routing is used during the route search procedure and only the addresses 

of clusterheads on tbe route are reco rded. The destination sends a reply including th e route 

information recorded in the request if it successfully receives a route req ues t. If the source 

doesn'l receive a repl y in tbe specified time period, it starts an exponentially backoff 

algori thm and sends the reg uest later. 

Thc shortening route is proposed in CB RP for performance optimi zation. Because CBRP 

uses a source routing scheme, a node gets all information about the route when receiving a 

packet. To reduce the hop number and adapt to network topology changes, nodes explo it 

ro ute shortening to choose the most distant neighboring node in a route as next hop. 

Another optimization method exp loited by CBRP is local repair. Whenever a node has a 

packet to forward and the next hop is not reachable, it checks the routing information 

'ontained in the packet. If the next hop or the hop after next hop in the route is reachable 

'hrough one of its nei ghbors, the packet is forwarded through the new route. 

~...J. .4.4. Compari son o f CGSR, HSR and CBRP 

Different clustering algorithms have been introduced to group mobile nodes and elect 

J usterheads in cl usler based routi ng protocols. In I-IS R, hierarchical addressi ng is Llsed and 

:le network may have a recursive multi-level cluster structure. Moreover, a location 
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management mechanism is used in HSR to map the logical address to the pbysical address . 

CGSR is based on DSDV , a proactive routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks. and 

every node keeps routing information for other nodes in both the cluster member table and 

tbe routing table. In CBRP, every node keeps information about its neighbors and a 

clusterhead maintains information about its members and its neighboring clusterheads. CBRP 

exploits the source routing scheme and the addresses of clusterheads along a route are 

recorded in the data packets. 

3.4.5. Routing Protoco ls Using Location Information 

3.4.5.1. Location Aided Routing (LAR) 

The Location Aided Routing (LAR) [23] is a reactive unicast routing scheme. LAR exploits 

position information and is proposed to improve the efficiency of the route di scovery 

procedure by limiting the scope of route request flooding. 

In LAR, a source node estimates the current location range of the destination based on 

information of the last reported location and mobility pattern of the destination . In LAR. an 

xpected zone is defined as a region that is expected to hold the current location of the 

destination node. During route discovery procedure, the route request flooding is limited to a 

request zone, which contains the expected zone and location of the sender node . 

. -\s shown in Figure3.5 , there are two different schemes in LAR. In the scheme I , the source 

node calculates the expected zone and defines a request zone in request packets, and then 

initiates a route discovery. Receiving the route request, a node forwards the request if it falls 

ins ide the request zone; otherwise it discards the request. When the destination receives the 

r quest, it rep lies with a route reply that contains its current location, time and average speed. 

The size of a request zone can be adjusted according to the mobility pattern of the 

stination. When speed of the destination is low, the request zone is small; and when it 

:noves fast, the request zone is large. 
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Figure3.5: Two different Schemes in LAR 

In scheme 2, a source node S with coordinate (xs, ys) calculates the di stance Disl s to the 

destination D, whose coordinate is (xd, yd) before it initiates a route discovery operation. 

Receiving a route request, a node I with coordinate (x i,yO calculates its distance Disl_ i to the 

destination D and forwards the request only if Dist_ i :s Dist_s + 0 , otherwise it discards th e 

req uest. Befo re torwarding the request , node 1 replaces Disl_s with Dist_ i. The non-zero 8 

inc reases the success probability of the route discovery procedure. 

3.4 .5.2. Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM) 

The Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobi lity (DREAM) [31] exploits location and 

peed information of mobile nodes for data packet routing. In DREAM, geographical 

information is used to limit the flooding of data packets to a small region, rather than to 

merely provide assistance during the route discovery phase in LAR. 

REAM is a proactive routing scheme. In DREAM, the routing table of a node contains 

cation information of all other nodes in the network. When a source wants to send a packet, 

>l rst ly it checks its routing table and gets the respective location information of the 

J tination. Then. the so urce lorv.a rds the packet to a neighbor in the direction towards the 

stination. There/ore, the 1110st substantial issue in DREAM is disseminating the location 

nfo rmation t1u·ough the network. To do that, every mobile node sends location updates 
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comprising its location. The frequency of the location update is determined by the distance 

and node mobility. Consi dering the di stance effect, nodes departing far away normally have a 

more stable relative locatio n relationship. Consequentl y, when a node maintains the location 

information of another one that is far away.lesslj·equent updates are used. Additionally, each 

location update is tagged with the "life time" which limits the transmi ssion range of the 

update. Mobile nodes are allowed to adjust transmission frequencies of thei I' location updates 

according to their mobility patterns. 

3.4.5.3. The Grid Location Service (GLS) 

The Grid Location Service (GLS) [32] provides a distributed location service for routing in 

mobile ad hoc networks with large number of nodes. 

It is assumed in GLS that every node can get its geographic position information by means of 

GPS or a similar mechanism. Nodes periodically exchange Hello messages with their 

neighbors. The Hello messages compri se the sender's position and speed information. Hence. 

every node maintains a table that contains the identifiers and geographic position information 

of its neighbors. When using GLS with a forwarding scheme, each node also keeps a routing 

table; the identifier and geographic position of the destination are contained in packet 

headers. 

There are three main operations in GLS: location server se lection, location query request and 

location server update. In GLS, the geographical area is divided into a hierarchy of grids with 

~quares of increasing size. The originate grid cells are called order-l squares and the next 

upper level cells are called order-2 squares, and so on. To avoid overlapping. an order-n 

quare is part of only one order-(n 1- 1) square. So, each node is located in exact ly one square 

)f each s ize. A node maintains its geographic position information into a sma ll set of location 

:: rve rs , which are distributed tlu'oughout the network. Unique IDs are assigned to nodes in 

-h network and location server set selection is based on node IDs. A node selects the node 

"ith the numerically closest ID as its location severs in a square. Location server nodes are 

ot special nodes and each node in the network can act as a location server for some others . 
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In a routing protocol using GLS to provide location serVIce, before forwarding packet. a 

mobile node consults its neighbor table and chooses the node closest to the destination. When 

the next hop node receives the packet, the same operation will continue until the destination 

is reached. However. a node may have no routing information about the destination \\'hen it 

receives a packet. Such a s ituation is called a dead-end in location base routing approaches. 

When a node encoun ters a dead-end problem, it sends an error message to the source and 

GLS comes into play. 

When a node needs location information of a destination , it initiates a location query request. 

At firs t. it searches location servers of the destination in its o rder-2 square. The request \\ill 

be sent to the node w hose 10 is either equal to the 10 of the destination or the smallest or the 

IDs greater than the destination's. This operation will continue if a location server cannot be 

found in the current level of square order. 

When a node moves, it sends location updates to its location servers in the respective squares. 

A node doesn't need to know the exact locations of its location servers. In location update 

fo rwarding, a similar scheme is used as in the location query procedure. The location update 

freq uency is determined according to the distance that a node has moved since last update. 

Whe n a node moves into another grid. its location information stored by its location servers 

becomes obsolete . Additionally, when a location server moves out of a square, the location 

information becomes useless . To avoid these failures, a node places a forwarding pointer in 

the grid it is leaving. This forwarding pointer is broadcasted to nodes in the grid and indicates 

into which grid the departing node is moving. 

3.4.5.4. Comparison ofLAR, DREAM and GLS 

Location based routing protocols exploit location and node mobility information for the 

ro uting process . LAR. DREAM and GLS use the information in different ways and provide 

d i tIerent services. 
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LAR can be integrated into a reactive routing protocol and its main objective is to perform 

more efficient route di scovery and limit the floodin g of route request packets. Us ing LAR, a 

sender includes its location in the packets. In contrast to LAR. DREAM itse lf is a proactive 

routing protocol and every node keeps locati on information of a ll participants in the network. 

In DREAM, the location update frequency is determined by the re lat ive d istance bet\veen 

nodes and their mobility characteristics. GLS is not a routing protocol , but on ly prov ides a 

location service. In GLS. every node has several location servers scatte red throughout the 

network which provide location information. 

Although the flooding is constrained in both LAR and DREAM by uSll1g location 

information, they are still not suitable for large-scale ad hoc networks. The ir poor scalability 

roots in the directional flooding reactive ly initiated in LAR and proactive location 

informati on flood ing in DREAM. In contrast GLS can be used in large-scale mobile ad hoc 

networks with high node density. In GLS , a node chooses a sma ll se t 01" loca ti on seve rs 

throughout the network. Compared to LAR and DREAM. GLS doesn"t exp lo it fl ooding for 

location update and query. I-Ience. its traffic o\"e rhead i greatl y reduced. Simulation results 

in [32] showed that GLS has a high query ucce rati o in la rge netwo rks with high node 

density. However. s imul ation \\ork in [33] a l 0 ho\\eu that the perfo rmance of GLS greatly 

dec lines in small size networks \\ith lo\\·er node d n-J(\ 

Because LAR is used for route di sco\"ery and GL pro\ id:: n l 10' ion ::en"JCe. they 

should be used with appropriate location ba ed fOl"\\ardin.,; _ h r. DRE:\. '\ [ 

itse lf is a routing protocol and comprises locati on en·ice and p ' k . 

3.5. Limitations of Above Protocols 

II kinds of Rout ing Protoco l are affected by two problem s name ly: 

>- Ping-pong effect 

}- Self-looping effect 
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3.5.1. Ping-Pong Effect 

If any message transition occurs between only two nodes and carryon continuous ly then this 

is called ping-pong effect. But in our simulation we can eliminate ping-pong effect. 

Nl 
J+-: ----.!:~ 

Figure3.6: Ping-pong Effect between two Nodes 

5.6.2. Self Looping 

If any messagc from source node and moving around its neighboring nod s but docs not 

reach to destination node , then it's called self-looping. But in our simulation we can eliminate 

self-looping effect for 20 nodes. 

Des tin atio n Node 

o 
S ou rce R e la y De s ti n a ti 0 n 

Figure3 .7 : Self Looping 

3.6. Conclusion 

Routing is an essential component of communication protocols in mobile ad hoc networks. 

The design of the protocols are driven by specific goals and requirements based on respective 

assumptions about the network properties or application area. The survey tries to review 

typical routing protocols and reveal the characteristics and trade-offs. In our simulation work 

we tried to eliminatc ping pong effect and self looping of the routing protocols using trust 

metric. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Trust Management Scheme for MANET Environment 

4.1. Introduction 

MANETs are se lf-organizing and adaptive in nature. Securing such networks can be a major 

chall enge. The term "adapti\'e" simply implies that an ad-hoc network can take different 

forms and have highly variable mobile characteristics such as power and transmission 

conditions, traffic distribution variations, and load balancing. Not only are the ad-hoc 

networks challenging to design but the need for security serv ices in such networks further 

compli cates the s ituation. 

An ad -hoc network is a collection of autonomous nodes or terminals that communicate with 

each other by forming a multi-hop radio network and maintaining connectivity in a 

decentralized manner. Each node in a mobile ad- hoc network functions both as a host and a 

router and the control of the network is distributed among the nodes. Hence. each node has to 

rel y on other nodes in sett ing up a successful sess ion . Trust plays an important part in such 

scenarios. Hence an appropriate trust management scheme is needed to cope with the nature 

of MANET environment. Trust is a before-security issue [I] in ad hoc networks. By 

clarifying the trust relationship, it wi ll be much easier to take proper security measures and 

make correct decision on any security issues. 

Trust can be considered as the link between observations (trust evidence). In our trust 

management scheme we utilize the numerical value of trust between the nodes as the 

omputational means to evaluate trust relationship between entities. 1t is a common tendency 

to adopt pol icy of trusti ng entities that are trusted by entity that one trusts. Hence, trust wou ld 

thus propagate through the network and become accord ed when one entity can reach another 

ntity via at least one trust path. In our approach \,ve utili ze two modes of trust relationship. 

Fi rst way is th rough direct observation of other nodes' behav ior and the second way is 

:hrough recommendations from other nodes. 
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.... 2. Trust Iss ues in MANK[, 

4.2.1. Assumptions and Notations 

The fo llowing ass umptions are considered for the trust management scheme proposed in this 

thesis: 

a. A ll nodes in the MANET assist 111 completing the communication seSSlon I.e., we 

ignore the se lfi sh behavior of reluctant nodes. 

b. Each nodc has its own repos itory of trusted and untrusted nodes based on the previous 

interactions. 

c. The ad hoc network under consideration is a pseudo-open network. Within one hop 

distance , at least one of the neighboring nodes is in the trusted list of the node which 

will start the communication . Recommendation trust for a node from the third party 

node can onl y be counted if the third party is alread y in the trust repository of the 

initiato r node. 

Throughout the paper the following notations are used: 

OJx -f- Trust threshold value of node x, above which x trusts other nodes 111 its 

repos itory and can have direct interaction . 

o~ -> Cooperative threshold value of node x for other nodes. (To ge t the serv ice from 

another node, x's trust value of that node has to be at least equal to cooperative 

threshold) 

TAY)' - > Node x's trust on node y at time I . (time notation is omitted when time spec ific 

consideration of trust is not considered) 

r :' (y) -} Direct trust of node x on node y. 

Other notations are explained when they appear in the paper. 

.... 2.2. Notions of Trust Establishment 

Trust estab lishmen t can be v iewed as the application of evaluation of a body of trust 

c:v idence . The outcome of the trust establ ishment process is a trust relation. An established 

trust rel ation constitutes ev idence that can be used in future trust es tabli shment process. Here 
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we are presenting some notions of trust establishment that also hold true 111 MANET 

environment. 

Se(f-reinforcibili~1' 

Trust once estab li shed 111 some degree. is often self-- re inforcing beca use indiyidual s have 

stronger tendencies to confirm their prior beliefs than to disprove them [34]. The converse is 

also true, as below a certain trust, individuals tend to confirm their suspicions of others [35]. 

The first part of the rule is based on the idea that, if trust between two nodes is initially above 

some threshold value. which we call (t), for node x. then the trust between the two nodes wi II 

not decrease below the threshold. This is because. for each member in the interaction. they 

will tend to look for the best in the behavior of the other and will tend to get it. Since above 

the threshold, each will tend to receive service from other. Thus trust will increase or at least 

remain constant. We call OJx as the service factor of node x. 

The converse is true, since, if two nodes in a relationship, trust each other below a certain 

threshold value. 5 (5 ::;r OJ) . then they will tend not to cooperate with each other. 

The first part of the rule is that trust is self--heightening. Consider two nodes, x and y. 

If 

(T, (y)' > 0) , ) 1\ (T" (x)' > 0), ) (1 ) 

Then, 

(T ( ;)'+(/ > T ( ), ) (T ( )'+0 > T ( ), ) , ) -x Y I\.l x _.I x (2) 

That is, if at time I , x trusts y more than a threshold value and y trusts x more than a threshold 

yalue. then at a later time I-I-a, (a>O). the amount of trust they will have in each other will be 

greater than or eq ual to the amount of trust they have in each other a t time I . The second part 

f the rule is that trust is self-- reinforcing downwards also 

If 

(T,(y)' < 6,)/\ (T,(x)' < 6,) (3) 
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(r ( )'-0 < r ( ')' ) (r ( ')'+(/ < T ( ,), ) .r Y - ,. ,1 1\ .' " X - " r X (4) 

Note that OJ and i5 are not necessarily the same value for each node, neither is co, = COy nor is 

6., = ~ and for any node x. 5 , ::; OJ .. . The threshold value 5y is the cooperative factor. If trust 

value for any node falls below this threshold, then that node is not considered trustworthy. 

Tansitivi~v 

Trust is not transitive in MANET environment. Hence the following can be said for the nodes 

(5) 

In other words. that node x tru sts y by some va lue and J trusts z by some va lue. says littl e or 

nothing about how much x trusts::. 

But in MANET we assume all nodes act rationally in trust establishment (assumption a) and 

hence the following can be held 

(TI" (y) > TI" (z )) 1\ (T, (z ) > T, (w)) => (T, (y) > T, ( w )) (6) 

Reversibility 

Trust in general is non-reversible. The same is true in ad hoc network. That is TJy) :F T)(x). 

Both x and y nodes evaluate T,(y) and Tr(x), respectively. 

-t.2.3. Types of Trust 

4.2.3.1. Direct Trust 

If any node is already enlisted within the repository of trusted list of the initiator node s, then 

the trust value of node s on the node in question (say node y) is the direct trust value. If the 

node in question was already engaged in assisting any communication of the initiator within a 

certain period of time. then it would be in its trust repository. The value of direct trust is 

represented by T,d (y). 
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4.2.3.2. Recommendation Trust 

A recommendation trust re lationship exists if node s is willing to accept the experiences with 

,. of third party node o. The third party must be in the tru sted repository of the initiator node s 

with the trust va lue. T,' (0) ~ 6, . 

Recommendation trust is represented by T,(} (y), where 0 is the set of other nodes. who are 

already in the trust reposito ry of the initi ator node s and whose trust on node)' are uti lized by 

node s in evaluating the recommendation trust. The set of nodes () is defined as: () 

{ \i node 0 E O => 0 is in the range of y and 3 T,d (0) s.t. T,ci (0) > 6 , } 

The recommendation trust of the neighboring nod es (i.e. w ithin one hop distance of nod e y) 

is calculated as the simple average of the product, T," (0) x ~)" (y), \i node 0 E 0 i.c., 

I (T," (0) x T,," (y») 
T,O (y ) = OEO 1

0
1 (7) 

where 101 is the cardinality of the set O. 

By utili z ing the direct trust and the recommendati on trust the initiator node s can get the trust 

estimate of any other node y. Ts(y) . 

In Figure 4.1. node x is th e initiator of a communication and y is already in its trust 

reposi tory. So node x' trust on y in its reposi tory is T;' (y). Node () is a node w i thi n o nc hop 

distance of node y. 

o (0 

O~ 
o 

o 

o 
~ Direct trust 

Recommendation trust 

Figure 4.1: Mobile Ad-hoc Network Il lustrating Direct and Recommend ati on Trust 
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The trus t value compul~d by node s on the basis of node o's trust on node y is considered as 

the recommendati on tru t T.' (y). 

4.3. Trust Estimate Calculation 

We utili ze both direct and recommendation trust for evaluating the trustworthiness of the 

surrounding nodes by the initiator node. We call it trust estimate and defi ne the initiator node 

s' trust est imate on another node y as: 

where a, and a ] are weighting factors , such that a, a] = 1. [t al ways need to keep 

a l + a , = I because self-trust is always unity. Thus by varying a, and a], node s can vary the 

weight of direct trust and recommendation trust in calculating the trust estimate, Tly) . 

Here 0 :<s; tr, (y). T," (y), T,(i (y)} :<s; 1 . The recommending nodes must be in th e trust repository of 

the initiato r node s. Tf node s' direct trust value on node y, T," (y) ~ OJ .,(OJ\ = service trust 

threshold value of node s) then s can rely on node y in getting the service i.e . transmitting 

packets to the des ti nat ion node chain . In this case, a,=l and hence a]=O. The value of T,o (y) 

in equation (8) is the recommendation trust of the neighboring nodes and is calculated by 

equat ion (7). 
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CIIAPTER 5 

SIMULATION RESULT & ANALYSIS 

5.1. Defining the Neighboring Node 

5.1.1. Algorithm 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Step 5: 

Define the number of node and the number of piconet 

Calculate the number of neighbor node around a node as 

nUI11_ neig node= (nul11_ node/numyico net) I C. where C is an integer 

Select a node for which neighboring node has to be defined. 

Define the neighbor nodes around the selected node. The num bel' of neighbor 

of neighbor node is calculated before in Step 2. 

decision making: selected node == last node? If yes go to Step 6. Otherwise go to 

Step 3. 

Step 6: End 

5.1.2. Simulation result 

Neighboring node matrix is as following neig node: 

2 ') 4 5 6 7 8 9 -' 

') 4 5 6 7 8 9 -' 

2 4 5 6 7 8 9 

2 ') 5 6 7 8 9 -' 

2 3 4 6 7 8 9 

2 ') 4 5 7 8 9 10 -' 
') 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 -' 

4 5 6 7 9 10 1 1 12 

5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 

6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 

7 8 9 10 12 13 14 15 
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8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 

9 10 11 12 14 15 16 17 

10 11 12 13 15 16 17 18 

11 12 13 1.+ 16 17 18 19 

12 13 1.+ 15 17 18 19 20 

12 13 14 15 16 18 19 20 

12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Neighbor of node of some se lected node is given below: 

For node 1 neighbor nodes are: 2 " 4 5 6 7 8 9 -' 

For node 2 neighbor nodes arc: ') 4 5 6 7 8 9 -' 

For node 20 neighbor nodes are: 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

For node 15 neighbor nodes are: 11 12 13 14 16 17 18 19 

5.2. Calculating the Trust Estimate Matrix 

5.2.1. Algorithm 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Step 5: 

Step 6: 

De fi ne the direct trust matrix 

Se lect a node in respect of which the trust estimate matrix of other node will be 

calculated 

Select a node for which the trust estimate will be calculated 

Deci sion making: selected node in Step 2 == se lected node in Step 3? If yes then 

se t the trust estimate as I and go to Step 3. Otherwise go to Step 5. 

Find the direc t trusts value of the selected node in Step 3 with respect to other 

nodes in system except the se lected node in Step 2 along with the 

direct trust value of each other nodes with respect to the selected node in 

Step 2. 

Multiply the each conjugate direct trust value and add up all the multiplied 

value 
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Step 7: 

Step 8: 

Step 9: 

Divide the \ 'alue founded in Step 6 with the number of trust conjugate and it 

is the estimated trust va lue of se lected node in Step 3 respect to the node 

selected in Step2. 

Decision making: selected node in Step 3 - = last node? If yes, go to Step 9. 

Otherwise go Step 3. 

Is the se lected node 111 Step 2 l S the last node? If yes, go to Step 10. 

Othenvise go to Step 2. 

Step 10: End . 

5.2.1.1. Example of Directed Trust matrix for a Five (5) Node System 

T d = 

1.0000 0. 11 22 0.7241 0.9862 0.8289 

0.394 1 1.0000 0.2816 0.4733 0.1663 

0.5030 0.4668 1.0000 0.9028 0.3939 

0.7220 0.0147 0.7085 1.0000 0.5208 

0.3062 0.6641 0.7839 0.8045 1.0000 

5.2.1.2. Example of Estimate Trust matrix for a Five (5) Node System 

Ts y = 

1.0000 0.1005 0.6381 0.8674 0.6852 

0.2892 1.0000 0.2366 0.3334 0.1495 

0.5135 0.3450 1.0000 0.8347 0.3739 

0.6384 0.0322 0.6272 1.0000 0.4613 

0.3174 0.4897 0.6567 0.6697 1.0000 
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5.2.1. 3. Trust Es timat Graph fo r 100 Nodes 
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Figure 5. 1: Trust Estimate for Uj =0.7 & U2 =0.3 
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Figure 5.2: Trust Estimate for Uj =0.5 & U2 =0.5 
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Figure 5.3: Trust Estimate for Uj =0. 3 & U2 =0.7 
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For Trust est im ate cal ulation. Here \\'e used 100 nodes (Fo r exampl e). if vve dec rease the 

value of a l then trust le\'e l also decreased and if we increase the value of a
l 
then tru st leve l 

also increased . From FigureS.) ~5.3 we see how trust level is vari ed with the value of a
l 

. 

5.4. Trusted Path Generation Algorithm 

5.4.1. Algorithm 

Step 1: Define the initial and destination node. 

Step 2: Define the maximum number of transit and a vari able that will g ive the number of 

trans it. Initia ll y set the variab le to 1. 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Step 5: 

Set the initial node as the first node in the trusted path matri x. 

Decision making: initial node == destination node? If yes go to Step 25 . Otherwise 

go to Step 5 . 

Is the initial node is in the piconet that consist destinat ion node? If yes, set the 

destination node as the next node in trusted path matrix and go to Step25 

Otherwi se go to Step6. 

Step 6: Deci s ion making: number of transit> maximum number of transit? If yes. go to 

Step 24. Otherwise go to Step 7. 

Step 7: Get the neighbor of the initial node. 

Step 8: Get the direct trust and the estimated tru st of the neighbor of the initi a l node with 

respect to the initial node. 

Step 9: Get the ne ighbor nodes that have th e direc t tru st wh ich is greater th an the service 

trust threshold value. Is the number of nodes grea ter than zero ze ro? If yes, go to 

Step 10. Otherwise go to Step 12. 

Step 10: Is the number of nodes got in Step 9 is equal to one (1). If yes, select the node as 

the next node in the trusted path matrix and go to Step 13. Otherwi se go to Step II . 

Step 11: Find the node that have maximum direct tru st and se lect it as the nex t node in the 

trusted path matrix and go to Step 13. 

Step 12 : Find the node that has the max imum estimated trust form the estimated trust 

matrix and set it as the nex t node in the trusted path matrix and go to Step 13. 
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Step 13: J ncrease the number of transi t by 1 and set the next node and current node 111 

previous state as curren t node and prev ious node in thi s stage respective ly . 

Step 14: Does the number of transit exceed the maximum number of transit? If yes, go to 

Step 2-+. Otbelwise go to Step 15. 

Step 15 : Is th e current node in trusted path matri x is the destination node. lf yes, go to Step 

25. Othem 'isc go to Step 16. 

Step 16: Is the curren t node is in the piconet that consist destination node? If yes, set the 

destination node as the next node in trusted path matrix and go to Step 25. 

Otherwisc go to Step ] 7. 

Step 17: Get the ne ighbor of the current node. 

Step I 8: Ded uct the neighbors of the previous node 111 the trusted path along with the 

prcvious nod e. 

Step 19: Find the direct trust and the estimated trust of the nodes founded is Step 17 with 

respect to the current node. 

Step 20 : Get the neighbor nodes that have the direct trust which is greater than the se rvi ce 

trust thre sho ld value. Is the number of nodes greater than zero? If yes, go to Step 

2 1. Othe rwi se go to Step 23. 

Step 2 1: Is the number of nodes got inStep 17 is equal to one (1). If yes, select the node as 

the next node in the tru sted path matrix and go to Step 13. Otherwise go to Step 22 . 

Step 22: F ind the node that have maximum direct trust and select it as the next node in the 

trusted path matrix and go to Step 13 . 

Step 23: Find the node that has the maximum estimated trust form the estimated trust 

matri x and set it as the next node in the trusted path matrix and go to Step 13. 

Step 24: End the process and print 'Destination node cannot be reached for maximum 

trans it restri cti on' . 

Step 25: t:nd the process and print the trusted path matri x. 
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CHAPTEH.6 

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 

In this thesi s we propose a trust management scheme applied in MANET routing protocol. 

We utilize the random value of the trust between the nodes as the computational means to 

find out the minimum but highly trusted path between the initiator and the destination node 

and the initi ator node is exclusively in control of generating the trusted path based on hi s 

direct trust and recommendation from the other nodes. Like cryptographic approach the 

source node does not have to depend on other nodes as CAs to provide the secret shares 

which is the bottleneck of the cryptographic approach in MANET environment. Our trust 

management cheme can be incorporated in any efficient routing algorithm to achieve highest 

trusted but minimum routing path from the initiator node to the destination node. In our 

approach we assumed that all nodes assist in completing the communication session. But due 

to energy constraint of the mobile nodes, some nodes may not participate in the session and 

act selfish ly. On top of AODV our protocol can be implemented so that reluctant nodes can 

be elim inated. 

Our future work is to simulate with 40 nodes as at present simulation with more than 40 

nodes destination node is not reachable due to self-looping effect. Even though we eliminated 

ping-pong effect but se lf looping effect is still persist for large number of nodes. 
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APPENDIX: Mathlab code 

%Dipu & Tanzil Final Project E££49 8 

clear all 

dc 

num _node= input('gi\'e the number of nodes \n'); 

ini _node=input('gi,'e the initi al node \n'); 

desti_node inputCgi\'e the destination node \n'): 

num~iconet=input('g i ve the number of piconet\n(make sure that number of node can be 

totally devided by the piconet number)\n') ; 

max_transit=input('give the number of maximum transit \n'); 

num _neig_ node=(num _ node/num ~iconet)+ 3; %% The number of neighbor node, 

alpha _ 1 =0,7; 

alpha_2=0.3 ; 

ws=0,8; 

dels=0.5 ; 

n- I :num node; 

1=length(n); 

%------------------ Defining the neigbouring node ------ ---------- --------% 

for i= l :num node 

p=i -1 ; q=num _node- i ; 

if (rem(num _ neig node,2)==0) 

dr- num_neig node/2; 

if (p<-=dr) 

a= 1 :i-l ; %a is a number 

b=(i+ l ) :i+(num neig_node-Iength(a)); 

neig_node(i,:)- [a,b]; % Neighboring node matrix 

elseif (q< dr) 

b i-I I :num node; 
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a i-(num neJg node-Icngth(b » :i-l ; 

nei g node(i.:) [a.b]: 

else 

a i-dr:i-I : 

bi t 1: i dr: 

nei g node( i.: ) [a.b]; % Neighboring node matrix 

end 

else 

drl (n um neJg node- l )/2; 

dr2 (num neJ g node·t 1)/2; 

i[(p< -drl ) 

a I :i-\ ; 

bi t l :i t (num_neig }10de-lengtb(a» ; 

neig node(i. :)=[a.b]; 

elseif(q< d(2) 

bi t I :num node; 

a i-(nul11 neig node- Iength(b)): i-l ; 

neig node(i.:) la,b]; 

else 

a i-d rl:i - l; 

bi t I :i t dr2; 

neig node(i, :) [a, b] ; 

end 

end 

end 

%------------- ----- Defin i ng the nodes in hop ------------- ----------------% 

node in piconet num node/nul11 piconet; % the number of node in a piconet 

111 I ~ 

for i I :JJode \11 piconet:1 

PICONET(nL) -" [n> i & n<i t node in_piconet]. *m; % matrices of pi co net 
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m=m+ l ; 

end 

PICONET=sum(PICO lET): 

%------------- Calculating the trust estimate matrix ---------------------% 

T d -eye(lJ) ! (triu(ones( Ll ). l )+tril(oncs(l.l).-l )).*rand(l.l): % T d direct trust 

fori 1:1: 

for j 1 :1: 

for k= l:l: 

if (i=-j) 

Ts y(i .j )· I: % Ts_y= estimate trust 

else 

if (j= =k) 

Ts_o(k)=O; 

else 

if (T d(i.k» =dels) 

Ts o(k) T d(j.k)*T _d(k.j): 

else 

Ts o(k)- O; 

end 

Ts- sum(Ts_o)/nnz(Ts_o); 

%using eqa-7 frol11 Ch-4,nnz=number of non zero Matrix element. 

Ts y(i .j ) -aJpha_ l *T_d(i ,j)+alpha_2*Ts; %using eqa-8 from Ch-4 

end 

end 

end 

end 

end 

plot(n.Ts y( 1.:).'*') 

line([O.lJ.[ ws.ws]) 

line([O,J] ,[ dels ,dels]) 
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axis(lO I 0 I]) 

xJabe lCNodes nllmbe r'.'Fontsize ', 14) 

ylabeJCTrust estimate' .'Fontsize', 14) 

%----------Tran silion fro l11 one node to another to reach the destination nodes-----------% 

Relay( I) i ni node: 0 0 in i node initial node and relay( I) are equal 

i 2; 

whi le( l ) 

if(i < 2 & i< max transit) 

i,'(PICONL:T( ini node}-- P1CONET(desli node)) % desti node the des tination nodes 

n nodes neiR node(ini node.: ); 

dtrust_neig=T_d(ini_ node,n_ nodes); % dtrusU1eig= neigbouring node of direct trust 

estrust neig= Ts_y( ini_ llode, ll_ nodes); ); 

%estrust nei g neibouring node of estimate Trust 

dtrust \\"s [dtrust nc ig> ws]. *dtrll st nelg; 

if (sLlI11(dlrll st vvs)~· -0) 

[vall pas 1] max(dtrust ws); %val value & pos=position 

prsn t node n llodes(pos 1); % prsnt node= present node 

Relay(2) prsnt node: %now present node is re lay(2) 

pre node ini node ; % present node and initial node are eq ual 

if (p rsnt llode desti_node) 

break 

end 

else 

lva l2 pos2j max(estrust ne ig) ; 

prsnt node n nodes(pos2); %now positi o n 2 ofn_ node is present node 

Relay(2) prsnt node; % now present node is relay(2) 

pre node ini node; % pre node-=pervious node & initial node are eq ual 
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"""'~'T" ~.,. " ·1" ...... 1 .. ' .,," 

if (prsnt node==desti node) 

break % break terminats the execution of whi le loop 

end 

end 

else 

Relay(2)=desti_node; %now desti_node is relay(2) 

break 

end 

elseif (i>2 & i<=max transit) 

if (PICONET(prsnt_node)- PICONET(dest i _node)) 

if (P ICONET(prsnt_node )- =PICONET(pre _ node)) 

pre_nei g=(nonzeros((PICONET==PICON ET(pre_llode)).* n)) ': 

prsnt_nei g=neig_llode(prsnt_llode, :); 

n_nodes=(setdiff(prsnt_ neig( :),pre _ neig(: )))'; 

%setd iff=when prsnt_neig &pre neig vectors returns the values in prsnt nelg 

% that are not in pre_neig 

dtrust nelg T d(prsnUlode.n nodes); 

estrust neig=Ts_y(prsnt_ node.n_nodes); 

dtrust_ ws=[ dtrust_neig>=ws] . *dtrusUleig; 

if (sum(dtrust_ ws)-=O) %sum of dtrust_ ws is not equal zero 

[\'a ll posl] =max(d trust_ws): %value l & position1 are max imum dtrust ws 

pre _node=prsnt_node; 

prsnt_ node=n_nodes(pos 1); 

Relay( i)=prsnUlode; 

if (prsnt node - ~desti node) 

break 

end 

else 
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el se 

[\ aJ:2 pos2] max(estrust_neig); %value2 & position2 are maximum dtrust_ ws 

pre node=prsnUlode; 

prsnr node n nodes(pos2); 

Re lay( i) prsnt node; 

if (prsnt node - desti node) 

break 

end 

end 

pre neig 1 [pre node I'; 

prsnt _neig 1 nei g node(prsnU lode,:); 

1l_llodes I =(setdiff(prsnt_ nei g I (:) ,pre _neig 1 (:»)'; 

dtrust l1 eig J =T _ d(prsnt node.l1_l1odes 1); 

estrust neig 1- Ts y(prsllt_node.n_ nodes 1); 

dtrust \\"s l [dtrusUle ig l> ws].*dtrust_neigl ; 

if (sum (dtrust_ ws 1 )~=O) 

[vall pos l] =- max(dtrust ws l ); 

pre node prsnt node; 

prsnt node n nodes I (pos l ); 

Rela) (i) prsnt node; 

if (p rsnt node desti node) 

break 

end 

else 

[va l2 pos2]=- max( estrust_ lleigl) ; 

pre node prsnt _ node; 

prsnt node n nodes 1(pos2); 

Relay( i) prsnt node; 
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else 

if (prsnt_ node==de ti _node) 

break 

end 

end 

end 

else 

Relay(i) de ti node: 

break 

end 

fprintfCDestination node can not be reached for maximum transit restriction. \n') 

break 

end 

j= j -t 1; 

end 

Relay 

~o------ -- -------------------- f: D ----------------------------------------% 
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